APPLIED MAGNETISM 405-406
Reactions of water, hair, women
Professor D. Juan

10:00-11:00 p.m. Saturday
Examination of why men usually use water with
their hair tonic. Demonstration that wa-
ter causes disheveled hair resembling explosion
in a silo. Practical applications of "Vaseline"
Hair Tonic; proof that "Vaseline" Hair Tonic
replaces oil that water removes from hair.
Definite interrelationships of water to "Vas-
eline" Hair Tonic to hair to women to things
in general. Laboratory evidence of reverse
magnetism between women and messy hair.
Positive correlations between alcohol and dry
hair, cream tonics and clogged-up hair (Rag-
man's Third Law). Required before Christmas
vacation.

Prerequisites: ANIMAL MAGNETISM 203-204.
Materials: one 4 oz. bottle "Vaseline" Hair Tonic.